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FUEL: Use only approved fuels like Lamp Oil (Lamplight, Crown,
Florasense, Aladdin, Sterno, Klean-Heat Kerosene Alternative).
Use enclosed “Care Pack” wick for Paraffin “Ultra Pure” Lamp Oil.
Citronella oil or Kerosene can be used outdoors.
WARNING: DO NOT use gasoline or alcohol.
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FILLING: Do not fill tank more than 80% full. Use line in tank below
the filler cap as a max. Hurricane Lanterns can leak out side joints
if overfilled. The oil needs space for heat expansion when lit. Give a
new wick 20 minutes to fully absorb fuel before first lighting. Keep
the lantern level; tilting at an angle can cause fuel to leak.
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LIGHTING: Push down the side lever to raise globe. Light the wick,
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burner dome. The wick is too high if you see smoke. To extinguish,
lower the wick and push down lever to raise globe, and blow out.
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the top is charred, trim with sharp scissors straight across.
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GLOBE / WICK CHANGE: Wait until lantern is cool. Lift up on the
spring loaded top cap ring. The globe and cage will tilt back for
cleaning or removing the burner and wick. Burner turns clockwise
to loosen. Feed new wick thru the bottom of the burner.
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-Never leave a burning lantern unattended.
-Keep out of reach of children.
-Glass globe and top cap will become hot during use.
-Keep lantern level on flat surface or hang by the handle.
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